Welcome

Featuring rare and exclusive genetics brought to you just in time to conclude and propel your Spring breeding decisions, we at T Bar C are
proud to present Spring Thaw “The Final Melt.” Featured in the catalogue is a collection of Angus breeding options that were hand selected to
significantly enhance even the most prestigious of programs. Once again, what we witnessed this Spring was a case study in just how much
impact popular, in-demand genetics have on fetching a prosperous dollar value when brought to public auction. In order to build and maximize
that same excitement on your operation, we at T Bar C strongly encourage you to bring your attention to these genetic gems. We heavily
endorse this distinguished offering and the reputable consignors behind it, as we are confident that every lot has the power to level up even the
most prestigious of operations. Please make note that as the main Spring run through the AI and embryo facilities is beginning to wind down,
you will notice that shipments are being arranged in an extremely timely manner in order to get genetics to you. As always, do not hesitate to
contact any one of us for assistance regarding the offering.
We are looking forward to what is sure to be an exciting fall!
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SALE WILL BE CONDUCTED ONLINE ON FARMGATE AUCTIONS
After you are at the FarmGate Timed auction site click the LOGIN/REGISTRATION button.
First time FarmgGate users:
- First time users will select the REGISTER button from this page. Fill out the registration
form to signup for a free user account and it allows you to select a username and
password for use on all Farm Gate Timed auctions. (please note due to some of the text
notification features the FarmGate Time Auction Site requires a new account separate
account from your DLMS Live sale site)
- After you create your FarmGate account you will receive a txt message with a pin code to
verify your account.
- On your first log in to FarmGate Timed auctions we recommend you go to your profile
and confirm your notifications are set to YES. This allows the site to send you text and/or
email notifications when you are out bid and if there is activity on your favorite lots.
Returning FarmgGate users:
- If you have used Farm Gate Timed auctions in the past simply enter your user name and
password to continue. After you have logged in you are able to browse the timed auctions
on DLMS FarmGate Timed Auctions.
How to Bid in a Timed Auction
Now that you are logged in and your account phone number / email is verified you are
able to bid on an upcoming sale. Simply find the lot you are interested in bidding on.
After you have found the lot there are 2 options for bidding on the lot.
- Place Next Bid – to place the next bid on the item, you see the amount in the first box,
you simply click the “Place Bid” button and after you review the bid and agree to the terms
and conditions your bid will be placed.
- Max Bid Amount – to place a max bid you put your max bid in the second box listed as
“Max Bid” on the item, and then click the “Place Bid” button and after you review the bid
and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed as the next bid. With the
Max Bid placed the computer will then keep you as the high bidder to the max amount
you have placed. This can be a great feature if you are not able to give 100% attention to
the sale close out and protect your interest so you do not miss out on any lots you want to
purchase. The Max Bid amount is completely confidential from the seller during the sale
process.
Example of How the Max Bid Works - If the lot has a $2000 bid on it and you place a proxy
bid of $3500 into the system, the computer will bid $2100 for you but if some one else bids

$2200, the computer will again bid for you, this time at $2300. The system will look after
your interest to a maximum of $3500. If another bidder is on at $3600, your proxy will no
longer be effective and you will no longer have the winning bid on this lot without once
again logging in and bidding again or moving your attention to a second lot of interest.
Please note that in some cases a lot value can change very quickly if 2 max bids are placed
on the same lot competing against each other.
Watch List Feature
If you have items in multiple auctions or only a few from the same auction that you want
to watch with out having to scroll through the entire list you can add the lots to your
watchlist. On each lot you will see the “eye” button beside the bid button, by clicking this
“watchlist” Icon that item is added to your personal watchlist for easy viewing of just your
favorite lots in this sale or on the entire site.
Sale Ending / Closeout
Most FarmGate Timed Auction sales close racehorse style with extended bidding.
What is Racehorse Style Close?
Racehorse style sale close is when the entire sale stays open in extended bidding. This
type of sale allows you as the bidder to change to a different lot within the same sale if the
bidding has gone in to extended bidding.
How will Extended Bidding works?
When we get to the close out end time the clock for close extends with any bid placed
with less than 5 min on the clock. This type of extended bidding turns the end time to
more of a soft time. Extended bidding allows bidders to compete in lots like a real auction
and give all bidders the same time to make a decision. Always follow the clock to see how
much time remains in the sale you are interested in.
Bidding Close & Follow-up
After the clock has gone to “ENDED” and no bidding has occurred for 5 min the computer
will declare the sale finished. Following the close typically within 24 hours of the sale
close the sale consignor will contact all winning bidders to arrange payment, transfer of
pedigrees and delivery/Pick up of your lot. Or as the winning bidding you can contact the
sale consignor / sale manager to confirm payment instructions.
Please make sure that your account info is up-to-date and correct if you are
the winning bidder of a lot as this is how the billing is sent to Sale manager and/or Sale
consignor.
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1A

SCHIEFELBEIN GABLE 311
TWO PACKAGES OF FIVE STRAWS
2248812 | IMP 311J | 24 /01/2021

EPDS

SITZ STELLAR 726D
SITZ RESILIENT 10208
SITZ MISS BURGESS 1856
CE
12.0

BW
0.2

X

WW
93

SCHIEFELBEIN WHAM 686
FROSTY ELBA LIZZY 5569
FROSTY ELBA LIZZY 3565
YW
166

MILK
29

Introducing Schiefelbein Gable 311 the $90,000 Sale feature from the 2022 Schiefelbein Farms Sale selling to Peak Dot Ranch.Gable 311 is a true breeders bull with a flawless EPD package, stunning looks and an outcross pedigree. As we enter the stage of the cattle cycle where retaining females is a must, Gable 311 is the best option for doing such a thing. His +100 $M
combined with +20 EPD for Heifer Pregnancy rank him in the very top 1% of the breed. Two very important traits.
Every once in awhile a bull comes along that checks all the boxes and becomes popular quickly because he appeals to all aspects of the industry. Gable 311 is a big bodied bull that excels
in every trait including looks. His flawless EPD package, stunning looks and outcross pedigree are quickly giving him rock star status.
If you are looking for something new and exciting to breed your top females to or flush your very best cows to raise sale toppers in the future with their progeny or embryos use this bull.
Since we purchased Gable the inquires, phone calls and emails we received from breeders and stud companies have been overwhelming. People that have seen him have either made
us an offer to buy him or wanted semen. From his impeccable feet, gentle disposition, and excellent fertility there is not a weak spot in this bull.

Consigned by Peak Dot Ranch Ltd. | Carson: 306-266-4414 | Clay: 306-266-4411
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1B

LVVF TANKER 14
TWO PACKAGES OF FIVE STRAWS
AAA20132190 | 07/01/2021

EPDS

KM BROKEN BOW 002
CASINO BOMBER N33
CASINO ANNIE K48
CE
7.0

BW
0.8

X

V A R LEGEND 5019
LVVF LEGEND 842
LVVF BULLSEYE 1154
WW
95

YW
171

MILK
31

The $43,000 LVVF Tanker 14 has just arrived at Peak Dot Ranch from South Dakota.
This massive bodied son of Casino Bomber had a scan weight of 1602lbs and a 42.5
cm scrotal back in March. He is one wide built, heavy, thick made dude.
He combines top ranking EPDs, phenotype, muscle, capacity and soundnes with
fertility and performance. Very impressed with the feet on this bull. Lots of heal
and claw shape is excellent. His dam is backed by two consecutive genertations of
Pathfinders.
Tanker will see heavy use at Peak Dot in 2022.
This will be the only semen offered at public Auction in 2022.
Consigned by Peak Dot Ranch Ltd. | Carson: 306-266-4414 | Clay: 306-266-4411
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1C

ELLINGSON BIG RIVER 0052
TWO PACKAGES OF FIVE STRAWS
2214645 | IMP 052H | 19/02/2020

EPDS

ELLINGSON HOMESTEAD 6030
ELLINGSON THREE RIVERS 8062
EA EMBLYNETTE 6279

4

CE
3.0

BW
2.5

X

WW
90

KOUPAL ADVANCE 28
EA BLACKCAP 4053
EA BLACKCAP 7915
YW
150

MILK
25

Ellingson Big River is the next big important piece in our breeding program
here at Peak Dot, as we continue to improve overall maternal, foot and udder
quality, fertility and milking ability. His muscle density, base width and bone
circumference and performance is unmatched. He has generated all kinds
of interest from breeders across the country after selling in last years record
breaking Ellingson Angus Bull Sale and is well on his way to becoming one of the
most popular Ellingson bulls in recent times.
Big Performance: A moderate 86lbs birth weight combined with a 1006lbs
weaning weight and a 1674lbs yearling weight.
Big Fertility: 42cm scrotal at a year and has put up a large volume of quality
semen.
Big Maternal: His dam EA Blackcap 4053 is one of the best donor females on
the Ellingson Angus Ranch and has earned Pathfinder status with a production
record birth ratio of 5/97, a nursing ratio of 5/107 and a yearling ratio of 3/102.
Big Power: Explosive body capacity, ample bone, structural soundness and fluent
mobility.
Top 1% for hoof claw and angle EPDs.
Top 1% for weaning and yearling EPDs.
Consigned by Peak Dot Ranch Ltd. | Carson: 306-266-4414 | Clay: 306-266-4411

2

BIG RIVER X VELVET
TWO PACKAGES OF THREE EMBRYOS

PE
EPDS

ELLINGSON THREE RIVERS 8062
ELLINGSON BIG RIVER 0052
EA BLACKCAP 4053
CE
-

BW
-

X

S A V NET WORTH 4200
GILLCO VELVET 1B
MILLENNIUM VELVET

WW
-

YW
-

MILK
-

When you look at the beautifully designed Net Worth daughter involved in
this mating, you will see a female with an impressive track record of progeny,
as well as full and maternal sisters that are going on to write their own stories.
1B herself was a past Eastern Extravaganza high seller to Parkview Farms
in Alberta, and has be-come a pillar in their program. Taking this perfectly
constructed female and matching her with Big River; who will be making a lot
of noise come Spring of 2023 with his progeny at Peak Dot, is guaranteed to
produce power and substance.
Guaranteeing one pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified
technician. Stored at Alta Genetics.
Consigned by 719 Cattle | 519-374-3335 and Larch Grove | 709-636-1270

GILLCO VELVET 2J | DAUGHTER

GILLCO VELVET 10H | DAUGHTER

GILLCO VELVET 3A | MATERNAL
SISTER

GILLCO VELVET 1Z | FULL SISTER
AT DUDGEON CATTLE CO.
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3

BIG RIVER X SUSIE
ONE PACKAGE OF THREE EMBRYOS

PE
EPDS

ELLINGSON THREE RIVERS 8062
ELLINGSON BIG RIVER 0052
EA BLACKCAP 4053
CE
1.5

BW
2.6

X

WW
76

S A V RENOWN 3439
JL SUSIE 7053
JL SUSIE 4123
YW
131

MILK
26

JL FOREVER LADY 9078 | 3/4 SISTER TO 7053 REHORST RENOWN PRESIDENT 17J | SON

The genetic combination of this mating has as much of tomorrow’s future in it as any. Susie 7052 herself topped the cow section last fall at the prestigious AAC
sale at $18,000. And in a bid to upstage his mother, her incredible President bull was a high seller as well, pushing down the scale at 1005 lbs on September 3!! We
are confident after researching into Big River that he will be the next big time herd bull coming out of Peak Dot for many reasons. His overall presence, hair, great
foot, and numbers make him the number one candidate for this cow. Susie 7053 has what we’ve been told is an ideal Rainfall daughter working at Rehorst, and
we plan to incorporate this female as much as we can in the future here at Parkview.

Guaranteeing one pregnancy per package if impanted by a certified technician. Stored at Alta Genetics.
Consigned by Parkview Farms | 780-387-6355
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S A V EMBLYNETTE 2369 | DAM OF 9811

4A RENOVATION X EMBLYNETTE 4B

TERRITORY X EMBLYNETTE

ONE PACKAGE OF THREE EMBRYOS

CE
4.0

BW
2.2

X

WW
69

S A V RAINFALL 6846
S A V EMBLYNETTE 9811
S A V EMBLYNETTE 2369
YW
126

MILK
27

ONE PACKAGE OF THREE EMBRYOS

S A V RESOURCE 1441
S A V TERRITORY 7225
S A V EMBLYNETTE 3293
PE
EPDS

PE
EPDS

S A V RENOWN 3439
S A V RENOVATION 6822
S A V MADAME PRIDE 0151

CE
3.0

9811 is recognized as a lead female from an incredible flush, who includes being a full
sister to AI sire S A V Bloodline and also to 9812 who is a famed donor at Covey Hill
•
9811’s dam, 2369 is currently the lead foundation cow at S A V
•
Remarkable phenotype, exceptional report card, and a true Cinderella of a female
matched with 2 proven sires
Guaranteeing one pregnancy per package if impanted by a certified technician.
Stored at Alta Genetics.
Consigned by David Johnson | 306-495-7994

BW
2.5

X

WW
74

S A V RAINFALL 6846
S A V EMBLYNETTE 9811
S A V EMBLYNETTE 2369
YW
133

MILK
27

•

S A V BLOODLINE 9578 S A V EMBLYNETTE 9812
| FULL SISTER TO 9811
| FULL BROTHER TO
9811

7

S A V BLACKCAP MAY 8961 | DAM OF BLACKCAP MAY 9674

5

RENOVATION X BLACKCAP MAY
ONE PACKAGES OF THREE EMBRYOS

PE
EPDS

S A V RENOWN 3439
S A V RENOVATION 6822
S A V MADAME PRIDE 0151
CE
4.5

BW
3.1

X

S A V TERRITORY 7225
MBA BLACKCAP MAY 9674
S A V BLACKCAP MAY 8961

WW
72

YW
126

MILK
20

S A V RENOVATION 6822 | SIRE OF LOT 5 S A V JESSE JAMES 0961 | BROTHER TO 9674
A breeding masterpiece with maternal attributes all over it. S A V Renovation embryos from S A V Jesse James maternal sister by S A V Territory from Blackcap
May 9136’s most famous full sister S A V Blackcap May 8961. 9674, the dam of these embryos has only had 1 bull calf and will be pictured this coming summer.
Please look to our Facebook page for a video of this beautiful animal. 9674 is moderate framed with a huge rib cage, and you can see that in her dams picture. We
can’t stress enough the additives of this mating with 8961 being so close in the pedigree. Of course not only being a full sister to the matriarch 4136, she herself is
also the dam of Jesse James, the $185,000 high selling bull from the 2020 S S A V sale. Embryos such as these can take a program to the next level!
Guaranteeing one pregnancy per package if impanted by a certified technician. Embryos are stored at Oxford Bovine Veterinary Services. Free shipping to
Alta for any Western Canadian buyers.
Consigned by Meadowbridge Angus | 519-275-1739
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6

RESOURCE X PURE PRIDE
ONE PACKAGE OF THREE EMBRYOS

PE
EPDS

RITO 707 OF IDEAL 3407 7075
S A V RESOURCE 1441
S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136
CE
3.5

BW
2.3

X

CONNEALY FINAL SOLUTION 9449
PFLC PURE PRIDE 16B
WHITESTONE PURE PRIDE Z182

WW
62

YW
110

MILK
23

PFLC PURE PRIDE 16D | RESOUCE DAUGHTER
Stacking the breeds elite for maternal function defines this mating. Resource X PFLC Pure Pride 16B is a blending of an elite cow family with
5 generations of Pathfinder sires! Resource X Final Solution X 004 X Emblazon X EXT. The Pure Pride family have been feature donors at Bill
Conley Angus and Whitestone Angus. P:ure Pride 16B is a milk wagon and is picture ready every day of the week. She has a WR of 107 on 7
natural calves. Her Resource sister is also a top donor at Meadow Bridge with 5 daughters in the herd. The pounds and power of Resource with
the feminity of the Pure Pride is a knockout mating.
Guaranteeing one pregnancy per package if impanted by a certified technician. Embryos are stored at Oxford Bovine Veterinary Services.
Free shipping to Alta for any Western Canadian buyers.
Consigned by Meadowbridge Angus | 519-275-1739
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7

BIG RIVER X MIA
ONE PACKAGE OF THREE EMBRYOS

PE
EPDS

ELLINGSON THREE RIVERS 8062
ELLINGSON BIG RIVER 0052
EA BLACKCAP 4053
CE
6.5

BW
1.0

X

GAFFNEY GAME CHANGER 371
PEAK DOT MIA 2058D
PEAK DOT MIA 353B

WW
75

YW
127

MILK
27

ELLINGSON BIG RIVER 0052 | SIRE
Peak Dot Mia 2058D is without question the best Mia female we have ever raised here at Peak Dot Ranch. This beautiful brood cow has ideal body type, udder
quality, fleshing-ability, docility and perfect feet. All very important traits. She offers a intriguing pedigree and an exceptional balanced set of EPDs. Her mating to
the powerful Ellingson Big River will result in progeny with incredible phenotype, performance, herd improving numbers and maternal excellence.

Guaranteeing one pregnancy per package if impanted by a certified technician. Embryos are stored at Bow Valley Genetics and are
qualified for Canada & USA
Consigned by Peak Dot Ranch Ltd. | Carson: 306-266-4414 | Clay: 306-266-4411
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8

THREE RIVERS X LADY OF PEAK DOT
TWO PACKAGES OF FIVE EMBRYOS

PE
EPDS

ELLINGSON HOMESTEAD 6030
ELLINGSON THREE RIVERS 8062
EA EMBLYNETTE 6279
CE
1.0

BW
2.7

X

S A V AUTOGRAPH 5204
LADY OF PEAK DOT 402U
LADY OF PEAK DOT 431R

WW
74

YW
136

MILK
27

ELLINGSON THREE RIVERS 8062 | SIRE
The Peak Dot program is one of the cornerstones of the Canadian Angus industry with their semi annual production sales putting hundreds of good bulls into the
industry year over year. The Peak Dot donor roster is not to be overlooked as they have retained their top females for a number of years now and their ET progeny
pens are absolutely stacked with quality. The 402U donor has stood the test of time and is one they are still building around as she has an outstanding production
record and is powerful in every dimension. Prototypically she is excellent - super fronted, long and deep with a well attached udder. Maternally she is as good as
it gets going back to Lady of Peak Dot 782L, the most influential cow in Peak Dot history with 68 progeny. 402U herself is up to 50 registered calves in the CAA
registry with her sons highlighting the bull sales and her daughters continuing to build the Lady cow family as the largest at Peak Dot.

Guaranteeing one pregnancy per package if impanted by a certified technician. Embryos are stored at Bow Valley Genetics.
Consigned by Peak Dot Ranch Ltd. | Carson: 306-266-4414 | Clay: 306-266-4411
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9

BRUTUS X LADY LAWN
ONE PACKAGE OF FIVE EMBRYOS

PE
EPDS

BALDRIDGE BRONC
BROOKDALE BRUTUS 390
BROOKDALE JODIE 786
CE
3.0

BW
2.5

X

S A V ELIMINATOR 9105
PEAK DOT LADY LAWN 551B
LADY LAWN OF PEAK DOT 898X
WW
68

YW
117

MILK
30

BROOKDALE BRUTUS 390 | SIRE

The Lady Lawn cow family has been featured at Peak Dot for years, back to the Remington Lady Lawn 144R donor that Peak Dot acquired to go on and start a new line of females. 551B is
a daughter of Peak Dot herdsire SAV Eliminator 9105 that has left some of the best udders in the Angus breed with his progeny. With Eliminator on the top side and out-cross Canadian
genetics on the bottom, there is unlimited mating flexibility with this proven donor and her progeny. When you think about what an ideal Angus female should look like, this second
generation donor comes to mind. She is one of the easiest cows to mate because she works on about any bull. Her combination of softness, depth, udder quality and productivity is
impressive. 551B raised the top selling flush of Roughrider brothers in the 2020 spring Peak Dot sale and in the spring of 2021 she did it again raising the lead off $24,000 Roughrider son
and one the top Colossal sons. All of her daughters have been retained by Peak Dot and are some of the most cherished females on the ranch. The mating is current as we can design
with embryos by Brookdale Brutus one of the top bulls purchased in the USA by Peak Dot and Semex that is creating a tidal wave of excitement with his awesome phenotype. This
mating carries endless possibilities and strong predictability for marketing the sons or building your own Lady Lawn cow family into the future.

12

Guaranteeing one pregnancy if impanted by a certified technician. Embryos are stored at Bow Valley Genetics
Consigned by Peak Dot Ranch Ltd. | Carson: 306-266-4414 | Clay: 306-266-4411

10

BRAVO X ABIGALE
ONE PACKAGE OF THREE EMBRYOS

PE
EPDS

COLEMAN CHARLO 0256
COLEMAN BRAVO 6313
COLEMAN DONNA 714
CE
9.5

BW
1.6

X

S A V RESOURCE 1441
COLEMAN ABIGALE 7185
COLEMAN ABIGALE 0277
WW
57

YW
111

MILK
22

COLEMAN TRIUMPH 9145 | 3/4 SIB
TO EMBRYOS

COLEMAN BRAVO 6313 | SIRE

Our breeding philosophy is simple, we take as many good things as possible and stack them together to create a highly desirable animal. That’s what we did
when breeding 7185 to the $450,000 Coleman Bravo 6313. Taking a Charlo son and breeding him to a daughter of a full sister to Charlo, stacking in the likes of
Donna 714 and Blackcap May 4136 along the way is one fantastic combination. These maternally stacked embryos offer many generations of highly successful and
productive cattle. The resulting calves also happen to be 3/4 siblings in blood to the $225,000 Coleman Triumph. Definitely embryos you don’t want to miss out on!
Guaranteeing one pregnancy if impanted by a certified technician. Embryos are stored at Bow Valley Genetics.
Consigned by Cash Cattle Company | 403-548-9651
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11A

SITZ BARRICADE 632F
ONE PACKAGE OF FIVE UNITS
2133801 | IMP 1632F | 01/02/2018

EPDS

MOHNEN SUBSTANTIAL 272
SITZ STELLAR 726D
SITZ PRIDE 200B
CE
1.0

BW
3.4

X

WW
90

SITZ SUPERIOR 10971
SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 765D
SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 73T
YW
155

MILK
22

SITZ STELLAR 726D | SIRE OF
BARRICADE 632F

14

•
Check out that 152 YW EPD spread
•
There’s been more chatter on Barricade as the most influential sire within the breed
•
Sons in the USA have been very much in demand this past Spring at Sitz and Hoffman Ranch
•
He ranks as good as any for M, HP, CLAW, and ANGLE
Stored on Farm. Can be shipped to Bow Valley or Alta immediatly.
Consigned by 719 Cattle | 519-374-3335

11B

KG JUSTIFIED 3023

TWO PACKAGES OF FIVE UNITS
1876433 | IMP 3023A | 21/01/2013

EPDS

CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229
CONNEALY JUDGMENT
ENTRINE OF CONANGA 9876
CE
11.0

BW
-2.0

X

WW
61

SITZ WISDOM 481T
KG MISS MAGIC 1443
KG MISS MAGIC 3528
YW
109

MILK
30

•

Justified is now deceased and is a popular low birth weight sire
with outcross pedigree
•
Check negative -2.0 BW EPD, top 1% of the entire breed
•
Over 107 YW put him in the top 5% for spread from BW to YW
•
Recently sired a $25,000 daughter at Covey Hill
•
Serious sire to consider when doing ET
Stored on Farm. Can be shipped to Bow Valley or Alta immediatly.
Consigned by 719 Cattle | 519-374-3335
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11C

S A V RAINFALL 6846
THREE PACKAGES OF FIVE UNITS
2013656 | IMP 6846D | 09/01/2016

EPDS

O C C PAXTON 730P
COLEMAN CHARLO 0256
BOHI ABIGALE 6014
CE
8.0

BW
0.3

X

S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004
S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136
S A V MAY 2397
WW
57

YW
107

MILK
26

D&N RAINFALL 23H | SON, $26,000
HIGH SELLER TO RAY WEBER

SBF RAINFALL 1030 | SON, $39,500 HIGH
SELLER TO ELK RIDGE STOCK FARM

•
The now deceased Rainfall is the go to sire for any projects and maintain very ideal progeny
•
The Spring of 2022 we witnessed Rainfall sons be very much in demand
•
Rainfall will replace many sires such as Final Answer into the future as one of 4136’s greatest accomplishments
Stored at Gilchrist Farms
Consigned by 719 Cattle | 519-374-3335
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11D

S A V RESOURCE 1441
TWO PACKAGES OF FIVE UNITS
1707295 | IMP 1441Y | 07/01/2011

EPDS

R R RITO 707
RITO 707 OF IDEAL 3407 7075
IDEAL 3407 OF 1418 076
CE
2.0

BW
4.0

X

WW
69

S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004
S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136
S A V MAY 2397
YW
131

MILK
17

BLAIR’S MERCEDES 717C | DAUGHTER AT
D &N LIVESTOCK

•
This proven herdsire is one we truly love
•
Either male or female progeny are always in demand
•
Milking daughters are the kind you pick out in the pen
•
You’ll never have enough Resource!
Stored on Farm. Can be shipped to Bow Valley or Alta immediatly.
Consigned by Premier Livestock | 519-276-9314
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11E DEER VALLEY GROWTH FUND
THREE PACKAGES OF FIVE UNITS
2077827 | IMP 7112E | 22/01/2017

EPDS

BASIN PAYWEIGHT 006S
BASIN PAYWEIGHT 1682
21AR O LASS 7017

•

CE
11.0

X

BW
1.2

PLATTEMERE WEIGH UP K360
DEER VALLEY RITA 36113
DEER VALLEY RITA 9457
WW
89

YW
168

MILK
32

JL HOMEGROWN 0131 | $71,000 SON
AT PARKVIEW FARMS

19 000 000 | SON AT LYNDEN MANOR
AND LLB

The popularity surrounding GF has become very evident, not only for his fascinating EPD but for producing performance oriented stock
that have hair, good feed, and gentle nature.
Stored on Farm. Can be shipped to Bow Valley or Alta immediatly.
Consigned by 719 Cattle | 519-374-3335
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Terms
AND CONDITIONS

TERMS
The terms of the sale are cash or cheque, payable at
par at sale time. The right of property shall not pass
until after settlement has been made; unless previous
arrangements have been made. Every animal sells to the
highest bidder and in cases of disputes, the auctioneer’s
decision will be final. Announcements from the auction
block will take precedence over the printed matter in the
catalogue. Current exchange rates will be announced
sale day. All monies are in Canadian funds.

responsible for any failure on the part of either party to
live up to his obligations. Neither does T Bar C Cattle Co.
(2013) Ltd. assume any financial obligations to collect or
enforce collection of any monies between parties and
any legal action that may in exceptional cases be taken
must be between the buyer and the seller. T Bar C Cattle
Co. (2013) Ltd. assumes no responsibility for any credit
extended by the seller to the buyer. The buyer must
look to the seller for fulfillment of all guarantees and
representations made hereunder.

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATIONS
Each purebred animal will carry papers issued by the
appropriate breed association unless otherwise stated. A
certificate of registry duly transferred will be furnished to
the buyer for each animal after payment has been made.

DELIVERY
We will assist in arranging transportation wherever
possible. Each purchase becomes the risk of the
purchaser as soon as sold.

HEALTH
All animals in the sale have met all necessary health
requirements.
PEDIGREE ESTIMATES
Pedigree Estimates (PE) are created on the projected
mating of the animal’s sire and dam based on averages
of the two, creating estimated values that do not hold
the same accuracy of actual EPDs issued from the
association and should be used as such.
LIABILITIES
It is understood that T Bar C Cattle Co. (2013) Ltd. is acting
only as a medium between buyer and seller and is not

PHONE, MAIL, WIRE BIDS
Bidders unable to participate in the sale may phone, wire
or mail their bids and instructions to the sale manager,
auctioneer or special representatives. Bids must be
received in sufficient time prior to the sale.
INSURANCE
We strongly recommend that insurance is purchased for
full value.
ERRORS
All announcements at sale time, written or oral,
supersede any written material in the catalogue.

